Abstract
The large-scale climatology of marine cloudiness has been previously studied using 75 visual observations from volunteer observing ships. Klein and Hartmann (1993) found We employ a suite of high-resolution satellite observations and reanalysis data during (Fig. 1b) . It should be noted that AMSR-E LWP excludes ice 191 clouds.
192
The formation of the rainband and cloud band is related to surface wind convergence 
233
Although the large-scale motion is generally upward between 37-50N, the 234 secondary circulation induced by the SST front is apparent (Fig. 3a) . CALIPSO profiles that report LCTs.
257
The relative frequency of LCT occurrence exhibits large cross-frontal variations ( km, consistent with the altitude of LCT occurrence. In contrast to the mean state (Fig. 3a) ,
272
stronger surface northerly wind occurs with LCT occurrence north of 40N (Fig. 3b) , the entire atmosphere is influenced by synoptic large-scale ascent (Fig. 9a) . In contrast to The present study focused on the low-level cloud response to the Gulf Stream in 381 winter when the SST front is sharpest, but low-level clouds vary markedly with seasons 382 (Fig. 10) . The seasonal variations of low-level clouds (Fig. 10) are closely related to the 383 annual cycle of near-surface stability (Fig. 11) . LCT is highest in winter and lowest in respectively. 643
